Interstate Technology and Regulatory Council (ITRC)
Guidelines for Use of ITRC Materials
Introduction
Documents, training curricula, and other print or electronic materials created by the Interstate
Technology and Regulatory Council (“ITRC” and such materials are referred to as “ITRC Materials”)
are the property of ITRC under United States intellectual property law and international conventions.
ITRC Materials, such as information from ITRC documents, ITRC training slides, and graphics from
documents or other print or electronic materials, may not be used for profit. ITRC Materials can be
used for educational and training purposes with the conditions outlined below.
If you have a question regarding proper use of ITRC Materials, please contact the ITRC Director at
202-266-4933 or itrc@itrcweb.org.

Guidelines
ITRC Materials can be used for educational and training purposes with the following conditions (use of
ITRC Materials for profit is not permitted):
1) Proper attribution and credit to ITRC must be given (the proper reference for each ITRC
document is listed in the document forward);
2) Content or format must not be changed from that published by ITRC;
3) The ITRC disclaimer should be included or presented (see below for disclaimer
language); and
4) If the use is not sanctioned by ITRC, state that the use is not sanctioned by ITRC and the user
is not providing an ITRC-sanctioned activity. ITRC requests that the user make a statement such
as: “While I am using materials produced by ITRC, today’s presentation is not an official ITRC
training course and this training course (or “presentation” as appropriate) as a whole has not been
reviewed or approved by ITRC.”
The rights provided herein for use of ITRC Materials is a limited license, and ITRC reserves the right to
revoke such license at any time if it determines in its discretion that use of the ITRC Materials does not
comply with ITRC’s Terms of Service (see www.itrcweb.org) or applicable law. Please note that some
ITRC Materials belong to other providers and, in such cases, permission to use such information should
be obtained directly from the appropriate author.
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Disclaimer
The following disclaimer should be inserted into each use of ITRC Materials:
This material was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States
Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees,
makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy,
completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial
product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily
constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or
any agency thereof. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect
those of the United States Government or any agency thereof and no official endorsement should be
inferred.
The information provided in documents, training curricula, and other print or electronic materials created
by the Interstate Technology and Regulatory Council (“ITRC” and such materials are referred to as
“ITRC Materials”) is intended as a general reference to help regulators and others develop a consistent
approach to their evaluation, regulatory approval, and deployment of environmental technologies. The
information in ITRC Materials was formulated to be reliable and accurate. However, the information is
provided "as is" and use of this information is at the users’ own risk.
ITRC Materials do not necessarily address all applicable health and safety risks and precautions with
respect to particular materials, conditions, or procedures in specific applications of any technology.
Consequently, ITRC recommends consulting applicable standards, laws, regulations, suppliers of
materials, and material safety data sheets for information concerning safety and health risks and
precautions and compliance with then-applicable laws and regulations. ITRC, ERIS and ECOS shall not
be liable in the event of any conflict between information in ITRC Materials and such laws, regulations,
and/or other ordinances. The content in ITRC Materials may be revised or withdrawn at any time without
prior notice.
ITRC, ERIS, and ECOS make no representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to
information in ITRC Materials and specifically disclaim all warranties to the fullest extent permitted by
law (including, but not limited to, merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose). ITRC, ERIS, and
ECOS will not accept liability for damages of any kind that result from acting upon or using this
information.
ITRC, ERIS, and ECOS do not endorse or recommend the use of specific technology or technology
provider through ITRC Materials. Reference to technologies, products, or services offered by other
parties does not constitute a guarantee by ITRC, ERIS, and ECOS of the quality or value of those
technologies, products, or services. Information in ITRC Materials is for general reference only; it should
not be construed as definitive guidance for any specific site and is not a substitute for consultation with
qualified professional advisors.
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